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An inscription on the outside of a museum  in Washington DC states:

“History is the prelude for the future”

It is a fact of life that evens that happened in the past influence events that follow
afterwards or to put it in another way events that happen today will effect the world ofafterwards or to put it in another way, events that happen today will effect the world of 
tomorrow.

It is with this in mind that the title of this presentation was chosen.

The outcome of two major battles right at the beginning of World War I in 1914 was 
determined by intelligence obtained via Comint. The “domino” effect that followed 
afterwards makes it is not far fetched to state that :afterwards makes it is not far fetched to state that :

• The Russian Revolution of 1917 would probably have failed had the Russian Army 
not been defeated by the German Army in the Battle of Tannenberg in August 1914.

• That Germany would probably have won World War I if it was not for the “Miracle of
the Marne” that prevented the German Army to take Paris in September 1914.



Hi t h th t ti P i h d f ll (t R i i 1812 t P iHistory shows that every time Paris had fallen (to Russia in 1812, to Prussia 
in 1870/71 and to Germany in 1940), France surrendered. 

History also shows that Russia played the major role in the defeat of Hitler’sHistory also shows that Russia played the major role in the defeat of  Hitler s 
Germany in WW II. 

The technical capability that enabled the Allied Powers to built up theThe technical capability that enabled the Allied Powers to built up the 
Strategic Bomber capability they had in WW II, did not yet exist in WW I.

If Paris had therefore fallen in 1914 with France capitulating and with Russia p g
unable to play the role they did during WW II and without the Air Superiority 
the Allies possessed in WW II, it is highly probable that Germany would have 
won WW I. 



Had this been the case, the Twentieth Century would have unfolded quite differently
from the way it actually did.

It is perhaps interesting to speculate what might have happened considering that the 
Twentieth Century is characterized by three major events that each time changed the 
world as it was known up to that point in time.

• The First World War effectively ended the monarchies (the Hohenzollerns in 
German, the Romanovs in Russian and the Habsburgs in Austrian) that dominated
European and World politics for centuries, in 1918. p p

Western Europe’s role in world events went into decline from that point onwards. It 
was also the start of the era of the Soviet Union which as we know, lasted 70 years.

• The result of the Second World War was the emergence of the Cold War and the
East – West division of the world which dominated our lives for more than forty years
as the two superpowers struggled for supremacy after 1945.

• The collapse of the Soviet Union and Communism twenty years ago in 1989,
resulted in a new world order which is still in the making. Major new centres of power
are emerging (China India and Brazil) and the world has become much moreare emerging (China, India and Brazil) and the world has become much more
unpredictable and unstable. Much has already been said about it at this year’s two
Aardvark conferences and on our website.



The Eastern Front - August 1914g



Tannenberg 1914
Deployment of the Armies

Position of German and Russian Armies on the Eastern Front just after
the First World War started in the beginning of August 1914



The Battle of Tannenberg was the first battle in history in which the 
monitoring of enemy radio communications played a decisive rolemonitoring of enemy radio communications played a decisive role.

It is rather ironic that the German Radio-intercept Service at the time was
not yet systematically organized and that the role it played, was initially the
result of coincidences.



Horse drawn light field radio station 1914



Horse drawn light field radio station in an operating position



Mobile Direction Finding Station (50kHz – 750kHz)
1918 - Telefunken



Mobile Direction Finding System (750kHz -4000kHz)
1915 - Telefunken



The prelude to the Battle of Tannenberg

Information gathered by their Radio Interception Service allowed the Germans to

German troop movements

Information gathered by their Radio Interception Service, allowed the Germans to 
determine the strength and positions of the Russian Army as well as their 
planned intentions. 

It enabled them to concentrate their forces in a daring calculated risk manoeuvre byIt enabled them to concentrate their forces in a daring calculated risk manoeuvre by 
shifting troops facing the advancing Russian 1st Army under Gen. Njemen in the East to 
strengthen their forces facing the Russian 2nd Army of Gen. Narew towards the West, 
based of sound information supplied by the Radio Interception Service.



The annihilation of Narew’s Army in the battle of Tannenberg on 30 August 1914

The Imperial Russian Army’s morale never fully recovered after this disaster Twice they tried to

Russian front
line 30.8.1914

German front
line 30.8.1914

The Imperial Russian Army’s morale never fully recovered after this disaster. Twice they tried to 
regain the initiative (June 1916 and after the 1917 March revolution) but were again  and again 
heavily defeated - suffering the most casualties of all the combatants in the war. 

The German/Austrian victories were again made possible due to accurate information provided 
by their Radio Intercept Service.

These defeats resulted in a breakdown of discipline in the Russian Army which in turn caused many  
units to join the October revolution rather than staying loyal to the Czar. 



It is difficult to see a Bolshevik victory in the October Revolution of 1917 if theyy y
were not joined by a mutinous Army but had to face a victorious and loyal 
Imperial Army with high morale.

(It of course remains an open question whether the Czar would have 
introd ced the necessar reforms to satisf the grie ances of the dissidentsintroduced the necessary reforms to satisfy the grievances of the dissidents, 
had the revolution been defeated in 1917. If not, it would probably have 
recurred again at a later stage).



The Western Front - August 1914



P iti f th G d F h A i th W t F tPosition of the German and French Armies on the Western Front 
when the First World War broke out in August 1914 as well as the 
subsequent German advance



“The Miracle of the Marne”

German TroopsGerman Troops
German Cavalry
Allied Troops
Allied CavalryAllied Cavalry

German forward movements
German retreat on 10-9-1914
Allied attacks on 9-9-1914Allied attacks on 9-9-1914
Army HQ

The Allied counter offensive on 9 September 1914 against the weaker centre of theThe Allied counter offensive on 9 September 1914 against the weaker centre of the 
Germans which consisted only of their cavalry corps, was based on accurate 
information gathered by the excellent French Radio Interception organisation.

The advancing Allied forces threatened to encircle the German’s 1st Army and posed a g y p
serious threat to the right flank of the German 2nd Army, forcing both Armies to retreat.

This became known as the “Miracle of the Marne” and saved Paris from falling to the 
advancing German forces. 



The Germans then again tried to encircle Paris by moving their 6thg y g
and 7th Armies around to the North West. The French Radio Intercept
Service could however again determined the German plans and 
successfully countered this attempt as well.



Importance and Advantages of Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) & Electronic 
Support Measures (ESM).pp ( )

Not considered as a hostile activity (usually executed from own territory).

Often provides early indication of hostile intentions by potential and actual enemiesOften provides early indication of hostile intentions by potential and actual enemies.

Major source of information of a country’s intelligence agencies. 

Low risk activity.

SIGINT is a major contributor to a country’s emitter parameter database.

- Forms the “heart” of a country’s EW capability.

- Plays a vital role in the operational effectiveness of Electronic Countermeasure
( C ) f ff(ECM) systems - both self-protection and stand-off systems.

ESM plays a major role in providing real-time information which enables quality 
tactical and command and control decisions during actual operations.tactical and command and control decisions during actual operations.



The “war of the ether” was as we have seen already decisive way backThe war of the ether  was as we have seen, already decisive way back 
in WW I. 

Sigint has become a permanent and vital component of a country’sSigint has become a permanent and vital component of a country s 
capability to conduct both warfare and crisis management.

The modern world’s insatiable hunger and dependence on g
communications if anything, increases the importance of Signal 
Intelligence.

The exponential growth in communications however places ever 
greater demands on the Signal Intelligence Community of countries to 
meet the challenges.

Failure (9/11!!) is not an option. We dare not fail - especially not with 
exceptional events like the 2010 World Cup taking place in our 
marvellous and wonderful countrymarvellous and wonderful country.


